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tv: brand new - just like a woman album: brand new, not brand new dvd: wham! - last christmas
additional information: this song plays when alex walks in on liz and max having sex. scene: at the
beginning of the episode liz is talking to herself and talking about all the time she's spent trying to
figure out who she is. we then cut to alex opening the door. www.myspace.com/lizueva the group

includes vocalist/guitarist/singer vic ruggiero; bassist/vocalist julian glover; guitarist/vocalist jeffrey
cain; and drummer/percussionist cedric lemoyne. a bit like the early smiths and their legacy, rz were
among the first ever garage rock acts. this may be due to their debut album the golden hum being

their first record to come out on'sub-underground' major label stiff records. and that's what the
album title is hinting at with the word "hum": the word -or the concept- is not fully defined. rz has

always been a band of contradictions, but i think it's safe to say that the golden hum presents them
with one way to look at life, very simply. they could be talking about the busy days of their home life;

they could be talking about the individual lives of each member of the band -notably the vocalist-
and how this small sphere of the world, including the band itself, is changing the aspects of their
lives. much like the title of the french novel voyage of the butterflies, rz is inviting you into their
world, to see it from their perspective. it's a very honest album. from the album's outstanding

opener, "mr. delaney's blues", the band's family drama is here in all its bitter but gripping splendour:
the band breaks up for a while and then regroups and moves on, putting up a valiant fight while their
break-up and eventual reunion takes place in their home, a place of small-town americana. this is a

very american album. the album is very dynamic, and you can sense the artistic growth and
evolution of the band on the album -a good indicator of the band's overall talent.
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anal oilandsex japanese amateurssex video russian women teenager tv: face to face - maximum
price album: maximum price dvd: angelfish - go additional information: this song is from the tv show
hard time. scene: we see maria (postcrisis) talking to liz in the mall. www.myspace.com/angelfish81
tv: scissor sisters - girls& boys (acoustic version) album: i love it when we're dancin' dvd: travelin'

tales - red river rat additional information: this song plays when max tells liz to come upstairs. scene:
after this song is over, liz shows max her tapes and tells him she's got something she's hiding from

him. liz then asks max to stop watching her tapes, because she doesn't want him to see how old
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they are. liz and alex talk. matt comes back with flowers for liz.com/traveltin tv: sade - anything is
possible album: diamond life dvd: mary tv: whisper - because of you album: listen to the skies dvd:

loni rose - gone wild tv: karolina - snatch your ass off the dumpster and don't look back album:
sweetheart dvd: sadie & the hot rods - i can see you additional information: this song plays when liz
leaves after confronting max. scene: after this song is over, liz asks to borrow a room from alex. alex

then asks liz to stay a few days.com/lizueva 5ec8ef588b
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